VERIFY THE
NEWS BEFORE
SHARING IT!
Fondazione Gianni Benzi Onlus has always been involved in
providing citizens with updated and reliable information to make
them aware. The spreading of Coronavirus infection has been
accompanied by the spreading of fake news! You are powerful. Be
wise. In order to avoid the uncontrolled spreading of fake news, it is
crucial to verify it before the sharing! Here following some tips
developed by Fondazione Benzi to learn how to recognize fake
news!

CHECK THE SOURCE
Always check the source of the news. Make sure it is
an official and reliable source (e.g. National Ministry
of Health, World Health Organisation, international
and national regulatory agencies and institutional
sources). Check the name of the source to make sure
it is the original one, because it may be written in a
similar way, but it is not the correct one.

VERIFY THE AUTHOR
Check the reliability of the author and whether it is
real or not. Search the author's experience to make
sure that he has expertise in the field of the topic.

SEARCH ON OTHER SOURCES
Search the topics of the news on other sources by
typing keywords, related to the news, on the search
engines.

CHECK DATE AND GRAPHIC LAYOUT
Check the date of the news. Old news might be
reposted, but this does not imply that it is still
relevant in the present. Typing errors and/or an
unprofessional layout might reveal that it is a fake
news.

PAY ATTENTION TO CLICKBAIT TITLES
Titles have a powerful function, because they can
appeal to the users. If the title gets the users
attention, they will read the news. It might happen
that the news is different from what the users
expected by reading the title. These are the so called
clickbait news, that are based on the use of
exaggerated titles to catch the attention of the users.

ASK TO THE EXPERTS
Ask to the experts to confirm or not the issues
explained in the news.

